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Zack Studstill, D.M.D., receives 2022 ADA Distinguished Service Award

BY JENNIFER GARVIN

There are people in life who push us — to be better, to achieve, out of our comfort zones.

For his friends and colleagues across Alabama and beyond, Zack Studstill, D.M.D., is that person and more.

“He has always been one who could be counted on to do the wise, correct thing,” said James R. Dumas, D.D.S., of Prentiss, Mississippi.

“He always wants to bring younger dentists up and give them the opportunity to grow,” added Gordon Isbell, D.M.D., of Gadsden, Alabama.

“It’s kind of like those old E.F. Hut ton commercials: When Zack Stud still talks, people listen. He’s just so well respected by everybody,” said Deborah Bishop, D.M.D., of Hunts ville, Alabama.

These testimonies are just part of why Dr. Studstill is the recipient of this year’s ADA Distinguished Service Award, the highest honor the ADA Board of Trustees can bestow on a member. The Board will present Dr. Studstill — current Alabama Dental Society president Dr. Studstill — with his award in October during this year’s ADA Distinguished Service Award presentation.

“Daddy Doc was less enthused that medicine’s loss was dentistry’s gain. Dr. Studstill graduated from the University of Alabama School of Medicine’s loss was dentistry’s gain. Dr. Studstill graduated from the University of Alabama School of Medicine.”

He was my role model. I called him ‘Daddy Doc,’ said Dr. Studstill, whose grandfather, S.C. Hamner, M.D., Marine Corps.

It all started in Andalusia, Alabama. Zack Studstill would drive his physician grandfather, S.C. Hamner, M.D., around on his evening patient calls.

“Dr. Turner was on the board of the Alabama Dental Society, which ultimately led to Andalusia, but he couldn’t come to Andalusia,” Dr. Studstill said.

After that, Dr. Studstill became a member of the Second District Dental Society, which ultimately led to Andalusia, but he couldn’t come to Andalusia.

“It was a good decision for us,” he said. “And I did.”

Well, if one of your role models talks about you, you believe this. Dr. Turner’s going to pick somebody to go into dentistry,” Dr. Studstill said.

“I called Lady Claire Davidson, who was at Huntingdon College. What do you mean ‘Pick somebody to go into dentistry’?”
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T here are people in life who push us — to be better, to achieve, out of our comfort zones.

For his friends and colleagues across Alabama and beyond, Zack Studstill, D.M.D., is that person and more.

“He has always been one who could be counted on to do the wise, correct thing,” said James R. Dumas, D.D.S., of Prentiss, Mississippi.

“He always was bringing younger dentists up and give them the opportunity to grow,” added Gordon Isbell, D.M.D., of Gadsden, Alabama.

“It’s kind of like those old E.F. Hutton commercials: When Zack Studstill talks, people listen. He’s just so well respected by everybody,” said Deborah Bishop, D.M.D., of Huntsville, Alabama.

These testimonies are just part of why Dr. Studstill is the recipient of this year’s ADA Distinguished Service Award, the highest honor the ADA Board of Trustees can bestow on a member. The Board will present Dr. Studstill — current Alabama Dental Association executive director and past Alabama Dental Association president, ADA trustee and ADA second vice president — with his award in October during this year’s SmileCon in Houston.

“Dr. Zack Studstill is a mentor, an incredible human being and a tremendous dentist,” said ADA President Cesar R. Sabates, D.D.S. “I am so pleased to present this year’s Distinguished Service Award to him for a lifetime of hard work and dedication on behalf of dentistry.”

Medicine’s loss, dentistry’s gain

It all started in Andalusia, Alabama, in the 1950s when a young Zack Studstill would drive his physician grandfather, S.C. Hamner, M.D., around on his evening patient calls.

“He was my role model. I called him ‘Daddy Doc,’ said Dr. Studstill, whose father was away from home in the Marine Corps.

During those night drives, the two would often talk about Zack’s future. “He was the one who wanted me to go into dentistry,” Dr. Studstill said, recalling Dr. Hamner mentioning that as a dentist, there will be more predictable hours and a more stable family life.

“Well, if one of your role models and a grandfather that you love says something like that, obviously you’re going to consider it,” Dr. Studstill said. “And I did.”

Medicine’s loss was dentistry’s gain.

Dr. Studstill graduated from the University of Alabama School of Dentistry in Birmingham in 1965.

“Dr. Turner was on the board of dental examiners and an excellent dentist, somebody I looked up to,” Dr. Studstill recalled. “I called Lady Claire and said, ‘You’re not going to believe this. Dr. Turner’s going to pick me up and take me to a dental meeting. And by the way, we’re going to have steak.’ We hadn’t had steak in five years.”

After that, Dr. Studstill became a fixture at dental meetings.

In the first 10-15 years as a dentist, Dr. Studstill concentrated most—ly on raising a family and running his practice. But as his children got older, he became more involved as a
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HRSA names Georgia state dental director chief dental officer

BY JENNIFER GARVIN

The Health Resources and Services Administration has named Adam Barefoot, D.M.D., M.P.H., chief dental officer. Dr. Barefoot was most recently the state dental director for the Georgia Department of Public Health where he led the state’s oral health program to improve oral health outcomes and reduce oral health disparities, according to a Dear Colleague letter from the United States Public Health Service. He previously served as a dental director for a federally qualified health center in rural Georgia, which led to him focusing on “population level interventions that have more significant impacts on oral health and contributions to improved public health approaches in the field of dentistry.”

In a June 8 letter, ADA President Cesar R. Sabates, D.D.S., and Executive Director Raymond A. Cohlmia, D.D.S., congratulated Dr. Barefoot on his new position, noting the appointment of a chief dental officer to oversee and coordinate dental issues within HRSA was an “important priority for the ADA” in its efforts to support optimal oral health for all. The ADA also shared the following priorities it hopes HRSA will focus on:

• Reforming health professional shortage area scoring.
• Ensuring loan repayment equity for early career-dentists in federally qualified health centers with added clarity on eligible health professional shortage area scores.
• Addressing dental workforce shortages.

See HRSA, Page 4
ADA highlights state advocacy wins to improve dental Medicaid

14 STATES FINISH 2022 STATE LEGISLATIVE SEASON WITH VICTORIES

BY JENNIFER GARVIN

Various factors, including expanded federal COVID-19 relief funding, led to surpasses in several states’ budgets in the 2021-22 legislative season.

This environment has enabled many state legislatures to focus on improving their dental Medicaid programs for dentists and patients. This year alone, 14 states highlighted issues highly engaged on the issue, 14 states have positively updated their laws regarding dental Medicaid, and another three states currently have pending legislation.

The ADA believes that ensuring states provide comprehensive dental services to all Medicaid beneficiaries is an important issue for dentists, the dental profession and patients. On the federal level, the ADA supports the Medicaid Dental Interoperability Act of 2021, which would make comprehensive dental care a mandatory component of Medicaid coverage for adults in every state, similar to comprehensive dental coverage for children in Medicaid.

For too long, dental benefits under Medicaid, particularly for adults, have been like an ‘on/off’ switch for patients, with states turning the switch off whenever budgets get tight. This inconsistency is confusing and unfair to dentists and patients alike,” said ADA President Cesar R. Sabates, D.D.S.

“I am so gratified to see the many states acting on this issue on behalf of patients. Doing so will reduce racial disparities and inequities in chronic disease prevalence and promote maternal health. That said, our final goal must be sustainable adult dental benefits in Medicaid, providing continuous access to those who need it. Most aren’t there yet, but what’s been done in these states represents great progress.”

These 14 states have enacted laws regarding dental Medicaid:

CONNECTICUT
Lawmakers in the state approved a 25% dental Medicaid fee increase.

GEORGIA
The state budget provides for an increase in reimbursements for select dental Medicaid services.

ILLINOIS
The state budget includes $10 million to increase rates for preventive dental services.

KANSAS
A new law extends adult enrollees’ dental coverage from emergency-only to more comprehensive care.

LOUISIANA
A new law now requires Medicaid to cover dental care for adults with intellectual or developmental disabilities who reside in intermediate care facilities.

MARYLAND
A new law in Maryland adds diagnostic, preventive, restorative and periodontal services for adults whose annual income is at or below 133% of the federal poverty level. Previously, the state had no dental coverage for adult enrollees aside from pilot programs. Funding is also included to raise reimbursement rates for dental services.

MISSISSIPPI
The state approved fee increases for restorative services performed on Medicaid patients.

MISSOURI
Lawmakers adopted one of the largest dental Medicaid fee increases in the state’s history this year. Reimbursement rates will now be set at 80% of the average 2022 fees, making them more in line with fees paid in commercial dental plans.

NEBRASKA
State lawmakers adopted a 10% dental Medicaid fee increase and also eliminated the $750 annual spending limit for adult dental services.

NEW HAMPSHIRE
South Dakota lawmakers approved the plan to set dental Medicaid fees at a percentage of normal and customary fees with the hope that more dentists will be able to participate in the program.

TENNESSEE
Following the passage of its state budget, Tennessee’s Medicaid program will begin adding comprehensive dental coverage for the state’s 600,000 adult enrollees in 2023. Additionally, fees will increase more than 6.5% for preventive, endodontic and other services. The state also funded a pilot program to bolster access framework.

WASHINGTON
Previously, the state had no dental coverage for adult enrollees aside from pilot programs. Funding is also included to raise reimbursement rates for dental services.

VIRGINIA
The state budget deal includes a 30% fee increase in provider dental Medicaid reimbursement rates.

The ADA highlights state advocacy wins to improve dental Medicaid

HRSA continued from Page 3

through Title VII oral health training grants.

• Expanding efforts to increase the dental workforce presence in underserved communities and among underserved populations through the Teaching Health Center Graduate Medical Education program.

• Improving health literacy for the public and increasing medical provider education about oral health to meet the HHS Healthy People 2030 target for optimal utilization of the oral health care system.

• Addressing oral health disparities by recognizing the social determinants of health to achieve optimal oral health for all people.

• Continuing to prioritize the Integration of Oral Health and Primary Care Practice initiative.

• Addressing disparities between dental care management and medical care management.

• Offering loan repayment to dentists who collaborate with addiction specialists.

• Supporting medical-dental collaboration projects that integrate oral health into primary care settings and facilitating “warm hand-offs” from hospital emergency departments into dental settings.

• Promoting the value of community water fluoridation as a safe, cost-effective, healthy and equitable disease prevention strategy within community-based programs.

• Addressing maternal and child dental needs such as sealants and access to care for pregnant women as indicators for health equity advocacy.

Follow all the ADA’s advocacy efforts at ADA.org/advocacy.

—garvin@ada.org
FDA orders JUUL to stop selling e-cigarettes

ADA HAS LONG ADVOCATED FOR FDA TO PROHIBIT MENTHOL CIGARETTES, OTHER TOBACCO PRODUCTS, INCLUDING E-CIGARETTES

BY DAVID BURGER

The U.S. Food and Drug Administration denied authorization for JUUL Labs to market all of its products in the U.S., according to a June 23 FDA news release. The company must stop selling and distributing its products and those currently on the U.S. market must be removed or risk enforcement action. JUUL Labs is an American electronic cigarette company that makes the JUUL e-cigarette, which atomizes nicotine salts derived from tobacco supplied by one-time use cartridges.

"Today's action is further progress on the FDA's commitment to ensuring that all e-cigarette and electronic nicotine delivery system products currently being marketed to consumers meet our public health standards," said FDA Commissioner Robert M. Califf, M.D., in the release. "The agency has dedicated significant resources to review products from the companies that account for most of the U.S. market. We recognize these make up a significant part of the available products and many have played a disproportionate role in the rise in youth vaping."

In the release, Michele Mital, acting director of the FDA's Center for Tobacco Products, said that the marketing of their products meets these standards ultimately falls on the shoulders of the company.

"As with all manufacturers, JUUL had the opportunity to provide evidence demonstrating that the marketing of their products meets these standards," she said. "However, the company did not provide that evidence and instead left us with significant questions. Without the data needed to determine relevant health risks, the FDA is issuing these marketing denial orders."

ADA President Cesar R. Sabates, D.D.S., supported the FDA's action.

"E-cigarette use by adolescents is a dangerous problem," said Shailee Gupta, D.D.S., chair of the ADA Council on Advocacy for Access and Prevention. "The FDA has taken a major step in the direction of Health Equity by ordering JUUL products, such as vaping devices, to be removed from the U.S. market. These types of products are heavily marketed to underserved and at-risk populations as a flavored option to combustible tobacco products. A real danger to oral health is probable in the age groups that purchase these devices."

The United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia issued a temporary stay on June 24, sought by JUul, that will allow it to keep its e-cigarettes on the market pending further court review, according to The New York Times.

—burgerd@ada.org

START FEELING BETTER TODAY, TRY FOR FREE!
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The FDA should be lauded for its evidence-based public health protections and for taking action on vaping and flavored tobacco products.

- ADA President Cesar R. Sabates, D.D.S.

At New West, we want you to discover all that an NTI-tss Plus migraine prevention device can do for you and your patients.
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Hands-On Activities—the hottest tickets in Houston!

Hands-On Activities at SmileCon™ 2022 include learning experiences for everyone on your team, from the 3-D Endodontics Workshop to Let’s Get Laser Focused! and even Spanish for the Team–Beginner. But act quickly—these courses are selling out faster than sweet tea on a hot Houston day.

Register today at SmileCon.org.

Pre-registration is required for Hands-On Activities. Additional fees apply.
Everything is bigger in Texas, and SmileCon 2022 in Houston will be no exception.

From Opening and Closing Sessions that recognize dentists’ accomplishments and explore the future of dentistry to a street festival highlighting the culture of Houston, SmileCon will energize dentists as they gather to meet, play, learn and smile.

“SmileCon is a celebration of you, our member dentists, and all the ways you make your mark on dentistry. We hope you’ll walk out of every event with your head held high, proud to be part of a dynamic profession,” said American Dental Association Executive Director Raymond A. Cohlmia, D.D.S. “We invite you to get inspired and enjoy all the ‘wow’ moments SmileCon has to offer. We’re going big, so don’t stay home.”

SmileCon is the ADA’s joint meeting with the 2022 Texas Dental Association Meeting and the 2023 Greater Houston Dental Society’s Star of the South Dental Meeting. It will take place Oct. 13-15 at the George R. Brown Convention Center.

Brené Brown, Ph.D., researcher and author of six No. 1 New York Times bestsellers, will kick off SmileCon during the Opening Session on Oct. 13. Dr. Brown has spent the past two decades studying courage, vulnerability, shame and empathy, and some of her bestsellers include “Atlas of the Heart” and “Dare to Lead.” Her TED Talk on the “Power of Vulnerability” is one of the top five most-viewed TED Talks in the world, with more than 50 million views.

During the Opening and Closing Sessions, attendees will hear real-life stories from their fellow dental professionals who work every day to uplift their communities and explore ideas that will fuel the future of the dental profession.

They will celebrate the contributions of award recipients, including the 10 Under 10 Award winners during the Opening Session, as well as Distinguished Service Award winner Zack Studstill, D.M.D., current Alabama Dental Association executive director and past ADA trustee and second vice president, and Humanitarian Award winner Jeffrey B. Dalin, D.D.S., co-founder of the St. Louis Give Kids A Smile program, during the Closing Session on Oct. 15.

ADA President Cesar R. Sabates, D.D.S., and Dr. Cohlmia will reflect on the past year during the Opening Session, while President-Elect George R. Shepley, D.D.S., will look to the year ahead during the Closing Session.

Both sessions are included with all three meeting passes: Platinum Smile Pass, Smile Pass and Dental Central Pass.

SmileCon Street Fest, taking place Oct. 14 along Avenida de las Americas outside the convention center, will be a night full of food, music and art.

Attendees can sample free bites of all the savory and sweet flavors of Houston, check out the city’s best brews, and explore food truck offerings available for purchase. The Houston music and art scenes will be on full display, with performances by Texano and country bands, as well as live paintings, interactive art installations and Instagram-worthy photo ops.

The party will also offer some uniquely Texan experiences, from learning how to lasso a steer to creating a leather bracelet or luggage tag at a leather-stamping station, and new dentists will have a special VIP area all their own.

Street Fest admission is included with the Platinum Smile Pass and Smile Pass and costs $50 for Dental Central Pass holders. Tickets include food samples and two drinks.

Dentists can take their SmileCon continuing education to the next level by connecting, huddling and talking with speakers at C.H.A.T. events. During these events, participants can grab a cup of coffee or a glass of wine and get exclusive face time with one of the dental profession’s most respected educators to ask their questions or receive advice in a relaxed environment.

Many alumni and affiliate groups will be gathering at SmileCon, offering attendees a chance to strike up conversations, foster relationships and build meaningful connections. Former dental school classmates can rekindle their school spirit and reminisce during alumni receptions. A list of participating schools is available at SmileCon.org. Affiliate dental groups, including the American Association of Endodontists, American Association of Orthodontists, American Academy of Periodontology and more, will also host gatherings where members can connect with their friends and colleagues.

To learn more about SmileCon and to register, visit SmileCon.org.

—versacin@ada.org
leader. First, as chair of the ALDA annual meeting, then as an alternate delegate and delegate, and eventually rising to be president of the Alabama Dental Association and later, ADA second vice president.

“That’s why mentorship is so important. Because you have opportunities to look at some people, and say, she or he has real potential,” Dr. Studstill said. “I’ve had so many doors opened for me, it’s unreal. I think if you’re involved you see the great value organized dentistry has for practitioners out there. Sometimes I think, ‘where would I be if the ADA and the Alabama Dental Association went away?’ I’d be lost.”

Under the leadership of Dr. Studstill, the Alabama Dental Association has developed a four-year, full Dental School Tuition Forgivable Loan Program administered by a state agency, the Board of Dental Scholarships and Loan Awards, and a Rural Dental Scholars Pipeline Program. Dr. Studstill, Lew Mitchell, D.M.D., and Hiram Johnson, D.M.D., M.D., developed a seminar on ethics at the UAB School of Dentistry for third- and fourth-year students that has been an annual event at the dental school for the last 20 years.

“He is always going to be the one you look up to and can trust to do the right thing,” said fellow Montgomery dentist and friend Larry Browder, D.M.D.

Dr. Studstill found he loved being on the ADA Board of Trustees first as an officer and later as the trustee for the Fifth District. However, he ultimately decided not to run for ADA president-elect. At the time, his mother was ill with colon cancer, and he knew he wanted to spend whatever time she had left with her.

“It was a good decision for me, because I was able to be by her side instead of the ADA campaign trail,” he said. “I was able to go to my folks’ home and help my father and my sister out with her during last days. It didn’t rise to a level of real choice. You do the right thing at the right time.”

Love of music

When he wasn’t practicing dentistry, or looking for ways to improve dentistry in Alabama, Dr. Studstill could be found playing the piano as a way to relax. In high school, he played the trumpet in the concert orchestra at Andalusia High School.

A self-taught pianist, he learned he could play many songs after just a single listen though eventually he would take lessons to expand his craft.

“He’s an amazing person,” Dr. Bishop said. “I don’t think I’ve ever known anybody that could be so organized and do so many things so well at so many different levels.”

During his time on various ADA councils and as the trustee for the Fifth District, Dr. Studstill often entertained his fellow dentists by playing the piano in a hotel suite the Association would reserve for receptions.

One night, Dr. Studstill arrived at the suite early. As he played the piano, members of the hotel staff popped in and out to set up for the ADA party later that night. One of the workers complimented him on his playing.

“He asked me, ‘Would you like to know who played this piano last night?’” Dr. Studstill said. “Turned out Paul McCartney was in the suite the night before. So, my hands had been on the same keys he was playing. I didn’t wash my hands for a month.”

Becoming an ED

In 2010, the Alabama Dental Association began a search for a new executive director.

During the search, he would spend an hour managing the state dental association office, while staff and other leaders worked on finding the new ED. This went on for more than six months before he got the question: Would he be interested in applying for the job himself?

“I said, well, let me talk it over with Lady Claire,” he said. “I went home and told her. And she said, ‘It would be good for you, it’ll humble you.’”

And that was that. Dr. Studstill has been executive director ever since.

“He said, ‘Lady Claire has been my foundation, my rock,’” he said. “She has been the one that has always been there to listen. Every time something like this came up, we’d sit out on our deck with a glass of wine and talk about whether I ought to do it or not and what it would cost for family time.”

Not long after accepting the executive director job, he sold his practice.

“It was a good time for me. I’d been in practice 42 years or so at that point,” he said. “And I really planned on retiring in about five years, when this opportunity happened.”

“The thing about Zack is, he’s just completely committed to dentistry, and he’s served it so well at so many levels,” Dr. Bishop said.

The counselor

As a Sunday school teacher at his church, Dr. Studstill would often get approached by younger parishioners asking him for advice. He’d direct them to the pastor who had professional training in counseling.

But when it kept happening, Dr. Studstill decided he might as well get professional training as well. In the late 1980s, he earned a master’s degree in counseling, a two and a half year journey, three days a week, after office hours. During that stretch, he’d practice dentistry for eight hours, followed by class at 7 p.m. and homework after that.

“Back in those days, you couldn’t record anything at all, and I’d be sitting there taking notes like I was in dental school,” he said. “I’d go home and rewrite my notes and got to bed about midnight every night. It was tough. But it was also really rewarding.”

His background in counseling not only made him an ideal teacher at church, but it also helped him as a leader in dentistry.

When asked to sum up Dr. Studstill in a few words, his past and present colleagues would reply:

“I think how everybody wants to be like Zack, but few people want to offer the personal sacrifices he has.” Dr. Bishop said. “If you’re going to battle, you want Zack Studstill on your side.”

“We have been down many roads together and to my knowledge, there is not a mean bone in his body,” said Dr. Dumas, who first met his friend in the 1980s as an ADA delegate. “If I had one person I would want in a foxhole with me it would be him.”

Every time I get off the phone with him, I’m invigorated, because I’ve had a great day and because I got to talk to him,” Dr. Isbell said. “We laugh a lot. We know you can last thing he tells me every time he gets off the phone? He says, ‘Gordon Isbell, I love you so much.’”

—garvin@ada.org

SmileCon to offer courses in Spanish

TOPICS INCLUDE COSMETIC, PEDIATRIC DENTISTRY

By Mary Beth Versaci

SmileCon 2022 in Houston will offer continuing education courses in Spanish covering cosmetic dentistry, sleep apnea, pediatric dentistry, implants and more.

“Bienvenidos, dentistas y profesionales dentales a Houston,” said Victor Rodriguez, D.D.S., a member of the ADA Advisory Committee on Annual Meetings, the Texas Dental Association and the Greater Houston Dental Society. “Houston and Texas have large international communities that attract people from all over the world, especially from Spanish-speaking countries in Central and South America. This year, we are happy to provide several presentations for dentists and staff in Spanish by world-renowned speakers.

“All attendees who are bilingual in Spanish are encouraged to attend.”

Courses include:


• El Rol del Dentista en la Endoscopía del Sifó (The Dentist’s Role in Endoscopy of the Spleen), presented by Luis D. Aneyba, D.M.D., past president of the Mexican Academy of Pediatric Dentistry.

• Conceptos Actuales en Carillas de Laminado de Porcelana (Current Concepts in Porcelain Veneers), presented by Ana Isabel C. Quiñónez, D.D.S., assistant dean for international programs and director of the Advanced Program for International Dentists in Esthetic Dentistry at the New York University College of Dentistry.


• Prótesis Cerámica Asistida con Implantes Dentales y Protesis Cerámicas (Ceramic Prostheses with Dental Implants), presented by Dr. Joubert Hued.

• Nuevas Tendencias en Odontología Pediátrica (New Trends in Pediatric Dentistry), presented by Dr. Karakowsky.

• Gestión del Espacio de Reacondicionamiento (Restorative Space Management), presented by Dr. Oquendo.

SmileCon is a joint meeting with the 2022 Texas Dental Association Meeting and the 2023 Greater Houston Dental Society’s Star of the South Dental Meeting. It will take place Oct. 13-15 at the George R. Brown Convention Center.

To learn more about the meeting and to register, visit SmileCon.org.

—versaci@ada.org
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• Gestión de la Superficie Occlusal en los Molares Permanentes (Modern Management of the Occlusal Surface in Permanent Molars), presented by Luis Karakowsky, D.D.S., Dr. Rodriguez pediatric dentist and past president of the Mexican Academy of Pediatric Dentistry.

• Prótesis Cerámica Asistida con Implantes Dentales y Protesis Cerámicas (Ceramic Prostheses with Dental Implants), presented by Dr. Joubert Hued.

• Nuevas Tendencias en Odontología Pediátrica (New Trends in Pediatric Dentistry), presented by Dr. Karakowsky.

• Gestión del Espacio de Reacondicionamiento (Restorative Space Management), presented by Dr. Oquendo.

SmileCon is a joint meeting with the 2022 Texas Dental Association Meeting and the 2023 Greater Houston Dental Society’s Star of the South Dental Meeting. It will take place Oct. 13-15 at the George R. Brown Convention Center.

To learn more about the meeting and to register, visit SmileCon.org.
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ADA awards duo honorary memberships

BY KIMBER SOLANA

The ADA Board of Trustees has awarded honorary membership in the Association to two people, for their "outstanding contributions to the advancement of the art and science of dentistry." In April, the Board named Priscilla M. Allen, governance liaison of the North Carolina Dental Society and director of its Mission of Mercy Clinics, and Arthur Meisel, executive director of the New Jersey Dental Association.

ARTHUR MEISEL

Mr. Meisel's professional relationship with the New Jersey Dental Association began in 1970 when a law firm assigned him to provide legal services to the organization.

“When the NJDA's headquarters building was dedicated in 1972, I was invited to attend with my wife, who was pregnant at the time with our first child,” he said.

And in the next five decades, that relationship evolved in 1995 when he became assistant executive director and general counsel, and in 2000, Mr. Meisel was hired as its executive director. He plans to retire at the end of the year.

“As I like to say, prior to 1995, the NJDA was my favorite client,” he said. “Since 1995, it continues to be my favorite client, even though now it is my only client.”

Despite his contributions to NJDA and organized dentistry, it still came as a surprise to him to receive an ADA honorary membership.

“It is gratifying to feel I may have made some small contribution to the profession,” he said.

But to ADA Fourth District Trustee Frank J. Graham, D.M.D., there has been nothing small to Mr. Meisel's work.

"Through his leadership and with the team he has assembled, the New Jersey Dental Association has become a national leader in developing legislative and regulatory initiatives that serve our profession,” said Dr. Graham in his nomination letter.

Mr. Meisel said there’s been a lot to love with Mr. Meisel’s work.

“Through his leadership and with the team he has assembled, the New Jersey Dental Association has become a national leader in developing legislative and regulatory initiatives that serve our profession,” said Dr. Graham in his nomination letter.

"He is held in the highest of esteem throughout the profession," said Dr. Graham in his nomination letter.

Mr. Meisel’s profession has become a national leader in developing the health of the underserved populations across North Carolina,” said Dr. Oyster in his nomination letter.

"Prissy not only organizes things thought he was kidding.

“I thought he was playing a joke on me,” Ms. Allen said. "Dr. Oyster and I kid each other so much that I thought it was one of those times. Then I heard who wrote letters of nomination for me, and I was overwhelmed with pride.”

To Dr. Oyster, after what he has seen in 15 years working with Ms. Allen, an honorary membership simply made sense.

"She is truly committed to improving the oral health of the underserved populations across North Carolina,” said Dr. Oyster in his nomination letter.

“Upon retirement at the end of this calendar year, I will miss the day-to-day interactions but tireless advocate for our profession.”

— Drs. Andy and Natalie Droel | St. Paul, MN

Graduates of the University of Minnesota School of Dentistry

Drs. Droel have been glidewell.io users since 2021.

GLIDEWELL.IO™: THE USER-FRIENDLY PATH TO SAME-VISIT CROWNS

"We delayed acquiring glidewell.io™ because we thought that learning and implementing the system would be a long, difficult process. Turns out we were very wrong. After our first five units we realized how easy it is, and we had the confidence to make virtually every crown a same-day delivery. It is a remarkably quick process."

— Drs. Andy and Natalie Droel | St. Paul, MN

Graduates of the University of Minnesota School of Dentistry

Drs. Droel have been glidewell.io users since 2021.
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Pair your intraoral scanner with glidewell.io for only $49,995
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In a new, single-dose study, Aleve® was proven as strong* as HYD+APAP for dental pain

*In hours 0 to 4 of a single-dose dental study of Aleve® (440 mg), HYD+APAP (10 mg + 650 mg), or placebo.

Aleve® is an OTC pain reliever indicated for temporary relief of minor aches and pains including arthritis pain, headache, muscular aches, and toothache.2

Learn how non-addictive OTC NSAIDs like Aleve® can help you reduce risk factors that contribute to the US opioid crisis1,3,4

Did you know that up to half of opioid prescriptions at dental visits are inconsistent with the guidelines on appropriate use of opioids? In response to the overuse of opioids, there is an increasing interest in the effectiveness of OTC NSAIDs in alleviating pain—to reduce the need for opioids. Growing evidence supports Aleve® as a powerful* non-opioid OTC treatment for minor dental pain.1,3,5

Key secondary endpoints also showed statistical significance in favor of Aleve® compared with HYD+APAP:

- Total pain relief (0 to 6 and 0 to 12 hours; P<0.05)1
- Median time to rescue medication (P<0.001)1
- Duration of pain at least half gone over 12 hours (P<0.001)1

Both active treatments were significantly more effective than placebo.1 HYD+APAP was not statistically superior to Aleve® for any endpoint (NapS 440 mg vs HYD+APAP 10 mg + 650 mg).1

In the study, Aleve® was as effective* for dental pain, lasted longer, and was better tolerated vs a widely prescribed opioid combination, HYD+APAP1

In a recent single-center, randomized, double-blind, parallel, placebo-controlled study, Aleve®, a non-opioid OTC NSAID, was compared with hydrocodone plus acetaminophen (HYD+APAP) for dental pain relief1

- Patients experiencing moderate or severe pain (N=221) after surgical removal of impacted third molars were randomized to receive either a single dose of Aleve® (440 mg [n=90]), HYD+APAP (10 mg + 650 mg [n=87]), or placebo (n=44)1
- The primary objective was to compare Sum of Pain Intensity Difference from 0 to 12 hours (SPID0-12) after a single oral dose
  - Secondary objectives were to compare the total pain relief (TOTPAR) over 6 and 12 hours (SPID0-6), time to onset of pain relief, time to first use of rescue medication, and duration of pain intensity at least half gone over 6 and 12 hours1
  - SPID0-4 was also assessed

Aleve® was as effective as HYD+APAP in hours 0 to 4 at reducing pain intensity (based on SPID from 0 to 4 hours, or SPID0-4).1

The primary endpoint was met1

- SPID0-12 was statistically significant for Aleve® vs HYD+APAP1

In the study, Aleve® was also better tolerated than HYD+APAP1

More treatment-related adverse events were reported with HYD+APAP (n=18) than Aleve® (n=1) and placebo (n=1), including nausea, vomiting, and dizziness.1
The new study adds to the established evidence for Aleve® for minor dental pain

In 2 previous clinical studies for dental pain, Aleve® was proven to be stronger from the 3-hour mark onward and last longer than acetaminophen plus codeine (APAP + codeine). Both 8-hour studies (N=455) compared 1 dose of Aleve® 440 mg with 1 dose of APAP 600 mg + codeine 60 mg after surgical removal of 3 or 4 molars (≥1 impacted). In both studies:
- Patients who took Aleve® reported significantly reduced pain vs APAP + codeine (P<0.05) from the 3-hour mark onward.
- The 12-hour strength of Aleve® gave patients more sustained pain relief per dose, as demonstrated by a longer median time to remedication, vs patients on APAP + codeine (P<0.05), which is commonly prescribed every 4 hours as needed.
- Study population for Study 1: Aleve® (n=92), APAP + codeine (n=91), and placebo (n=47); and for Study 2: Aleve® (n=90), APAP + codeine (n=91), and placebo (n=44).

With the current opioid crisis, consider other options for treating minor dental pain

The United States accounts for 80% of the global opioid supply, and opioids kill over 130 Americans every day. Yet despite available pain relief options, opioids associated with dental treatment continue to pose significant risks to patients and their family members.8,10

A recent study shows that opioids are not associated with greater patient satisfaction for pain management after dental extractions.11

“Recommend NSAIDs, like Aleve®, for non-opioid relief of minor dental pain, and you can help address the human and economic costs associated with the opioid crisis.”1,2

—Dr. M. Ted Wong, DDS, MHA
Bayer Paid Consultant

Dental professional organizations recommend NSAIDs instead of opioids as first-line therapy for acute pain management13-15

The American Dental Association recommends NSAIDs as first-line therapy for acute pain management.13

The American Association of Oral and Maxillofacial Surgeons recommends NSAIDs as first-line therapy for acute pain management.15

The growing body of evidence offers a compelling argument for first-line use of an NSAID like Aleve® for dental pain, and the guidelines suggest ways of putting NSAIDs into practice.15

When prescribing any product, HCPs should always consider its efficacy and safety. Before any procedure requiring pain management, dentists should talk with patients about the benefits and risks of pain relief options.

“For dentists, this is an opportunity to play an active role in alleviating the ongoing opioid crisis, and I encourage all of my colleagues to consider using effective non-opioid analgesics like Aleve® for minor dental pain.”1,12

—Dr. M. Ted Wong, DDS, MHA
Bayer Paid Consultant

Illinois man wears many hats: filmmaker, soldier, actor, dentist

BY DAVID BURGER

When Chicagoland was sweltering in mid-June with sky-high heat indexes, Patrick Brambert, D.D.S., was escaping from the area to make his first-ever trip to Los Angeles. Dr. Brambert wasn’t there to savor the cool breeze-kissed beaches. As writer, director and star, he was invited there to screen his 10-minute film, “Kitchen Spaces,” at the Dances with Films film festival, held at the iconic TCL Chinese Theatre on the Hollywood Walk of Fame.

A cooking-show spoof, the short film is a cross between “The Office” and “Between Two Ferns,” two shows that use awkwardness as a springboard laughs. “I like cringey humor a little too much,” Dr. Brambert said. His trip to a film festival was just one of the many feathers in his cap. Besides being a filmmaker, Dr. Brambert is a Second City-trained improv comic, Army National Guard soldier and associate dentist at Dental Essence in Addison, Illinois. Add all of that to a home life with his wife and two children under the age of 3, and you’ve found someone with more energy than many of his peers.

“I don’t think I’ll ever leave dentistry behind,” said the 30-year-old. “But I like variety in my week.”

Dr. Brambert was in Oklahoma last year for Army National Guard basic training when he wrote the script for “Kitchen Spaces.”

“Between — and during — long runs while living in constant fear of drill sergeants, he said he has wanted to serve in the military about as long as he has wanted to be dentist, actor and filmmaker, with cherished memories of elaborately staged battle campaigns with his G.I. Joes as a child.

Besides inhabiting the personas of G.I. Joe characters Cobra Commander and Snake Eyes during playtime, Dr. Brambert loved visiting his pediatric dentist. That dentist, who inspired him to go to dental school at the University of Iowa College of Dentistry and Dental Clinics was so beloved that Dr. Brambert insisted on keeping him as his dentist all the way until Dr. Brambert was 21 and half—a-foot longer than the length of the operating chair.

Before his dental school graduation in 2017, Dr. Brambert completed an externship at a special-needs clinic in Iowa as well as an additional externship on a Native American reservation in Cass Lake, Minnesota. Once he graduated, he practiced for several years in the western Chicago suburbs. On the side, he completed the improv program at The Second City theater in Chicago suburbs. On the side, he completed the improv program at The Second City theater where he performed with the Yellow Belly Improv Group before landing an associateship at Dental Essence, owned by Paul N. Greico, D.D.S.

“He’s a really caring person,” said Dr. Greico. “He has a great rapport with his patients, and he’s highly qualified. He’s committed to dentistry and enjoys what he’s doing in dentistry. He’s just really a good guy, and a great family man.”

When not on diaper duty at home or National Guard duty, Dr. Brambert trains with acting coach Max Arciniega. Mr. Arciniega is best known for his role as Domingo Gallardo “Krazy-8” Molina in the critically acclaimed series “Better Call Saul” and “Breaking Bad.”

The dentist acts when the opportunity presents itself. For example, Dr. Brambert played a jail guard in the television show “Chicago P.D.” last season.

As expected, Dr. Brambert has several goals in life, belting someone who seems up for everything. One goal is to become more confident with implant placing, and second is becoming a fellow in the Academy of General Dentistry.

But that’s not it. Of course not.

He is also hoping to hear from connections made in Los Angeles about turning “Kitchen Spaces” into a half-hour series on network TV.

It is entirely possible, especially since he has more energy than most.
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Dental Quality Alliance creates workgroup to develop practice- and clinician-level oral health quality measures

BY DAVID BURGER

The Dental Quality Alliance is convening a new workgroup that will develop practice- and clinician-level oral health quality measures.

Kevin Dens, D.D.S., chair of the ADA Council on Dental Benefit Programs, said there is a growing number of third-party payers that utilize provider rating systems displaying “quality scores” for dentists on their provider directories to differentiate themselves in the market with employers, Medicaid programs and other marketplace offerings.

He added that he thinks the DQA taking the initiative to develop practice and clinician level measures is the right approach and will be helpful to address this rising trend from third-party payers.

“Providing rating systems are being rolled out by more and more entities, [some of them] say they represent ‘quality’ when they don’t actually represent an agreed-upon and scientific definition of quality. The DQA, as a collaborative multi-stakeholder organization, is taking a deliberate approach to leverage its expertise,” Dr. Dens said.

“These rating systems may use the term ‘quality’ in their names when the systems actually measure participation or utilization rather than quality of care,” said Paul Casamassimo, D.D.S., chair of the DQA.

The DQA has the necessary experience, Dr. Dens said, to take the lead in addressing the development of valid criteria for oral health quality measures at the provider level that are valid, reliable, feasible and in line with the alliance’s mission to “advance the effectiveness and scientific basis of clinical performance measurement and improvement.”

The workgroup is charged with the task of exploring the development of validated quality measures using both clinical and patient-reported data. The workgroup will provide recommendations to the DQA’s Measures Development and Maintenance Committee on the development of a core set of practice- and clinician-level oral health quality measures.

The workgroup embodies the collaborative paradigm and ensures that this effort continues to advance the DQA’s core missions of improving oral health, patient care and safety, Dr. Casamassimo said.

The Dental Quality Alliance, convened by the ADA on behalf of the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, is an organization of major stakeholders in oral health care delivery that uses a collaborative approach to develop oral health care measures.

To learn more about the Dental Quality Alliance and its work, visit ADA.org/dqa.

—burgerd@ada.org

New guide for ensuring accuracy of claims created on behalf of treating dentists

BY DAVID BURGER

Editor’s note: Dental Insurance Hub is a series aimed to help dentists and their dental teams overcome dental insurance obstacles so they can focus on patient care.

A new ADA resource guide developed in May details the responsibilities of treating dentists in ensuring the accuracy of their claim submissions.

In an aim to help employee dentists safeguard themselves, the guide provides information about how to minimize the risk of inaccurate or even fraudulent claims being submitted under their name.

The ADA Council on Dental Benefit Programs created the new guide in response to Resolution 93H, passed by the House of Delegates in 2021.

“The resolution came out of the realization that in some occurrences, billing claims made to third-party payers have been done under the employee dentist’s NPI number and signature on file but without the employee dentist’s approval, it may expose the employee dentist to allegations of fraud,” Dr. Johnston said.

The workgroup is composed of subject matter experts with expertise in quality measures development, health policy and health care research, along with representatives of organizations that have access to clinician-level data (administrative claims or electronic health record data) to support the DQA’s initiatives to validate any potential measures developed by the workgroup.

Dr. Casamassimo said that the DQA’s expertise is grounded in a consensus-building process and that it is the right time for its expertise and background in developing oral health quality measures at the plan- and program-level to now be utilized at the practice and clinician level.

The workgroup emboldens the collaborative paradigm to ensure that this effort continues to advance in being key measures of improving oral health, patient care and safety, Dr. Casamassimo said.

The Dental Quality Alliance, convened by the ADA on behalf of the Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services, is an organization of major stakeholders in oral health care delivery that uses a collaborative approach to develop oral health care measures.

To learn more about the Dental Quality Alliance and its work, visit ADA.org/dqa.

—burgerd@ada.org

HPI: Dentists report practice schedules 86% full

BY JENNIFER GARVIN

Dental practice schedules have been steady in the past few months, with most dentists reporting that on average their practices’ schedules were about 86% full in June, compared to 88% in March, according to the ADA Health Policy Institute.

While schedules have remained mostly steady, confidence in the U.S. economy recovered continues to drop. Only 16% of more than 1,200 dentists surveyed said they had confidence in the U.S. economy compared with more than a third reporting confidence in January.

These results are part of the latest ADA Economic Outlook and Emerging Issues in Dentistry poll, which was conducted June 14-19.

Other key findings include:

• Staff recruitment continues to be a priority for practitioners, with roughly four in 10 dentists reporting that had recently or were currently recruiting dental assistants and dental hygienists as of June. Hiring dental hygienists continues to be the most challenging for dentists.

• Eight out of 10 dentists surveyed reported issuing pay raises for their dental teams in the past year. Recent wage increases have most commonly been in the 4%-6% range.

• The most common benefits dentists are offering their employees are dental benefits, paid vacation, paid holidays and retirement savings. Fewer than half of dentists provide health insurance for their employees and one in five offers paid leave.

Each month, the ADA Health Policy Institute conducts a poll of U.S. dentists to measure the economic impact of the COVID-19 pandemic and to gather their opinions on current and emerging issues impacting their practices. The poll, Economic Outlook and Emerging Issues in Dentistry, is a continuation and expansion of research HPI conducted between the onset of the pandemic and December 2021.

To join the panel, read the full monthly reports or visit the new interactive state dashboard, visit ADA.org/HPIpoll.
ADA Dental Experience and Research Exchange, Open Dental help dentists answer questions about treatment, outcomes

BY KIMBER SOLANA

The ADA’s Dental Experience and Research Exchange, or DERE, and its integration with practice management system Open Dental empowers dentists to make evidence-based clinical decisions to improve patient health outcomes today.

"Insurance companies already have access to data about insured patients. Why shouldn’t dentists be able to see aggregate data about the patient population, too?" said Kevin Dens, D.D.S., ADA Council on Dental Benefit Programs chair.

"With DERE, dentists can come together to help create a comprehensive dental data database," Dr. Dens added. "And because DERE data isn’t tied to a single payer, it’s inclusive of all dental patients — both insured and uninsured."

DERE will be one of the most influential programs to help dentists and the profession for decades to come.

- Dr. Kevin Dens, ADA Council on Dental Benefit Programs chair

The ADA launched DERE in 2021 as a new outcomes assessment, research and reporting program intended to promote excellence in dental care. DERE puts the power of analysis in the practice’s hands by helping it identify and track patient and practice trends through a personalized dashboard equipped with quality measure reports. Open Dental became the first practice management system to integrate with the program.

In April, DERE added two new dashboard reports. The first, a financial report, highlights the total cost of care per patient; the other, Established Patients with Only Preventive Care at Follow-up, looks at the percentage of active established patients with only oral evaluation, preventive services or radiographs during the measurement year.

"Open Dental users are able to gain insight to become better clinicians," said Open Dental CEO Nathan Sparks, regarding those who are taking advantage of the integration. "Dentists can see up-to-date snapshots of patient and practice data to see treatment trends and also view this data by location, provider or patient demographic. This allows them to provide more focused, evidenced-based care. With the new reports, dentists can also focus on average patient cost of care."

DERE is the first dental data registry open to all practice types to:

- Create a data source that is not limited to patients covered by a dental plan (i.e., claims data).
- Allow more real-time aggregation of data across the dental delivery system.
- Develop time trends on treatment patterns and outcomes.
- DERE has a protected cloud-based data repository that collects practice, provider and patient data directly from Open Dental. Additional practice management systems will be integrated in the near future.

After a dental practice enrolls, DERE accesses, extracts and stores practice, provider and patient data directly from the practice’s Open Dental software. The patient data excludes certain identifiers such as names and addresses but may include identifiers such as treatment dates and zip codes. HIPAA allows limited data sets to be used only for purposes of research, public health and health care operations.

Once data is extracted by DERE, it is aggregated and analyzed, which can then be used to inform evidence-based clinical decisions.
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ADA partners with DEA on webinar series addressing opioid epidemic, other related topics

THREE FREE WEBINARS SCHEDULED FOR JULY 13, AUG. 23, SEPT. 22

By David Burger

The ADA is partnering with the U.S. Drug Enforcement Administration to present a free three-part webinar series available for both dentists and the dental team.

Part one will address the opioid epidemic and how dental professionals can help mitigate the crisis. Parts two and three of the series will help dentists learn about the DEA’s closed system of distribution and record-keeping and what to know about prescribing controlled substances.

“The ADA is proud to work with the DEA in presenting this series on a very important topic,” said James Hoddick, D.D.S., chair of the Council on Dental Practice, about the first webinar. “While our attention has rightfully been focused on navigating the COVID-19 pandemic, the opioid crisis has not abated and dentists have a crucial role to play in doing our part to stem the epidemic, and this series will help.”

Part two is set for Aug. 23, and the third will be Sept. 22. The latter two will not be available for viewing after they live stream.

The first webinar, titled Drug Trends — Where Are We Today?, features presenter Linda Stocum, staff coordinator from the DEA Diversion Control, Liaison Section. This program, streaming on July 13 from noon-1 p.m. Central, will focus on clarifying what the DEA is and what they do.

The first webinar will be recorded and will be available soon thereafter on the Providers Clinical Support System site at pcssNOW.org after its streaming.

At the conclusion of the first webinar, attendees will be able to understand where the U.S. is in the opioid crisis and learn about which drugs to be aware of, summarize DEA’s “One Pill Can Kill” campaign, and be able to find pertinent information on DEA regulations and other resources.

Register for the first webinar at https://bit.ly/3y17oRK.

The second webinar, scheduled for Aug. 23, is titled DEA Closed System of Distribution, Record Keeping and Sanctions and streams from noon-1 p.m. Central. The webinar will be delivered by Kimberly Daniels, staff coordinator from the DEA Diversion Control, Liaison Section.

At the conclusion of the second webinar, attendees will be able to understand DEA record-keeping regulations, identify what to expect during a DEA inspection, and be able to recognize some examples of possible sanctions for violations of the Controlled Substance Act.

To learn more and register visit: https://bit.ly/3NwpLUp. All three webinars are free and will offer one hour of continuing education credit each for those who attend the live webinar.

The DEA is hosting the webinar series on its own WebEx platform and promoting the education to dentists in their database.

Additionally, the ADA has recently created two new downloadable education resources to aid dental professionals when discussing pain management with patients: the Chairside Pan Management Discussion and Chairside Pain Management Checklist. Both are found by entering “Chairside Pan Management” into the ADA.org search engine.

For more information and resources on opioids, visit ADA.org/Wellness and click on the Opioid tab.

—burger@ada.org
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Entries sought for 2022 ADA Design Innovation Awards

CONTEST OPEN FROM JUNE 20–AUG 19; WINNERS ANNOUNCED NOV. 7

BY KIMBER SOLANA

Start gathering floor plans and photos of the interior and exterior of your dental practice. In search of dental facilities that seamlessly combine esthetic appeal, function and design, the ADA Council on Dental Practice, ADA Member Advantage and BMO Harris Bank are seeking entries through Aug. 19 for the 2022 Design Innovation Awards. Association members are encouraged to submit entries for the remodel, new build and large new build (over 2,000 square feet) categories.

Judging criteria for winners of the contest include how the dental facility demonstrates an interesting or innovative use of space and color, with an eye towards function and a design that enhances the patient and staff experience.

Judges from the ADA Council on Dental Practice will select three finalists from each category. Votes will be cast online to determine the winners, who will receive a $1,000 prize and be showcased in ADA publications. Winners will be announced Nov. 7.

Entrants will need at least one photo of each of the following (if applicable): operatories/treatment rooms, dental office exterior, reception area, doctor’s office, staff lounge, laboratory, central X-ray, sterilization, consultation area, front desk and business area, dental mechanical room, and technology server closet.

For remodel entries, “before” photos are requested, if possible.

Last year’s winner for the large new build category was Mattson Hellickson Dental, owned by Ben Hellickson, D.M.D., and Sam Mattson, D.M.D., in Beaverton, Oregon; the new build category went to Jessica Cohen Orthodontics, owned by Jessica Cohen, D.M.D., in Highland Park, Illinois; and the remodel category winner was Gary Cash DDS, owned by Gary Cash, D.D.S., in Austin, Texas.

For more information on contest rules and to enter, visit ADA.org/DIA.

WE’RE GROWING OUR PRACTICE WITH BruxZir®

LEADING LASTING LIFE-CHANGING

Prescribe for $99* per unit

Prescribe for $109* per unit

$79 FROM SCAN

$89 FROM SCAN

Welcome: The lobby of Mattson Hellickson Dental, which won the “large new build” category of the 2021 ADA Design Innovation Awards.

Mr. Sparks added that he hopes the integration of DERE and Open Dental continues to evolve and help dentists make evidence-based decisions that improve dental care.

“As this innovative program continues to allow this reporting, I hope that the large amount of anonymous data will allow researchers to provide information about real-world clinical results and how dentists can provide more effective care,” he said.

To explore the new reports and to learn more about DERE, visit ADA.org/DERE.
Contactless processing and big savings. It’s called “best” for a reason.

Switch today and get $100 discount on processing equipment and waived license fees ($20 each) for up to 5 computers on the Best Card Online System, using code ADAQ3. With Best Card, you’ll not only save on your credit card processing, you can choose the contactless processing that works best for your practice including stand-alone terminals and mobile solutions and online systems with features including payments on your website, recurring transactions, text-to-pay and automated payment postings. Email your credit card processing statement to Compare@BestCardTeam.com to see what your practice could save.

877-739-3952 | bestcardteam.com/ada
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800-ADA-2308 | adamemberadvantage.com
BY MARY BETH VERSACI

A new commentary series introduced in the July issue of The Journal of the American Dental Association will examine oral health from a global perspective.

“The global pandemic that ravaged populations around the world these past two years brought home the importance of global health and how it impacts us all,” said Tim Wright, D.D.S., editor-in-chief of JADA. “The global health commentary series presents information on issues that are important locally and globally for oral and systemic health.”

An estimated 3.5 billion people — almost 50% of the global population — have untreated oral diseases. The potential increase in value in your retained ownership can be stunning. Some doctors in 2021 achieved gains of 3x, 5x and even 10x+. You should understand this option.

“The global pandemic that ravaged populations around the world these past two years brought home the importance of global health and how it impacts us all,” said Tim Wright, D.D.S., editor-in-chief of JADA. “The global health commentary series presents information on issues that are important locally and globally for oral and systemic health.”

“Only if we are ‘globally competent’ are we able to be ‘locally relevant’ for the best possible prevention and care for patients and communities, in line with the idea of thinking global and acting local,” the authors said. To read the full JADA article online, visit JADA.org.
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Gold Medal fellow’s research focuses on oral issues in childhood

BY MARY BETH VERSACI

The American Dental Association has awarded its Gold Medal Fellowship to an assistant professor at the University of Missouri — Kansas City School of Dentistry, whose areas of research include craniofacial bone formation and the impact of adverse childhood experiences on the emergence of permanent teeth.

Erin Elba Bumann, D.D.S., Ph.D., who teaches in the department of oral and craniofacial sciences, was selected for the fellowship by Martha Somerman, D.D.S., Ph.D., winner of the 2021 ADA Gold Medal Award for Excellence in Dental Research.

“I am so grateful to be selected by Dr. Somerman for this fellowship and thankful to the ADA and their members for their support to me as an early-stage dental researcher,” Dr. Bumann said. “When I found out I was selected, it brought tears of joy. It means so much to me that Dr. Somerman has been an incredible leader of dental, oral and craniofacial research, an outstanding mentor to dentist-scientists, and I am fortunate to count her as one of my mentors.”

As part of winning the Gold Medal Award, Dr. Somerman had the opportunity to select a fellowship recipient who would receive $20,000 to support their own research. Dr. Bumann will be awarded $10,000 this year and $10,000 in 2023, as well as a commensurate plaque and the chance to present her research at a continuing education course in 2023. The Gold Medal Fellowship, like the award, is supported by Colgate.

“Dr. Bumann is a model for a rising star in academia, focused on advancing the translation of basic science into clinical practice,” said Dr. Somerman, past director of the National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research at the National Institutes of Health. “Within her short tenure in academia, Dr. Bumann has been successful in obtaining funding from NIDCR/NIH, which speaks highly of her research acumen. Further and importantly, she is an advocate and strong voice for diversity and inclusion, an excellent communicator, educator, collaborator across disciplines, and mentor.”

Part of Dr. Bumann’s research includes identifying molecular and cellular pathways involved in controlling the shape and size of craniofacial bone, which could help children born with craniofacial abnormalities, who undergo multiple invasive surgeries over the course of their lives.

“We aspire to create nonsurgical techniques to help modify the shape of developing craniofacial bone, so these children need fewer — or, ideally, no — surgeries to correct their malformations,” she said. “We envision this treatment being delivered postnatally or even in utero, before the child is born, to help modify their craniofacial growth so they do not need immediate interventions upon birth, like a tracheostomy.”

Dr. Bumann’s other research examines how adverse childhood experiences, such as abuse, neglect, poverty or other traumatic experiences, impact the emergence of permanent teeth. These experiences are known to be linked to chronic health problems, including heart disease, depression and obesity, and impacted children also have a risk of advanced biological aging, Dr. Bumann said.

“Our recent work shows that the timing of bone formation is the biggest no-brainer — Dr. Sam Simos, Allstar Smiles

WHO emphasizes importance of fluoride in toothpastes

BY MARY BETH VERSACI

The World Health Organization’s decision to add fluoride toothpaste to its list of essential medicines is shining a light on the benefits of toothpastes that have earned the ADA Seal of Acceptance.

WHO updated its Model List of Essential Medicines to include fluoride toothpaste, silver diamine fluoride and glass ionomer cement in 2021. In an editorial published in April by the British Dental Journal, Habib Beniaz, D.D.S., Ph.D., research professor and co-director of the WHO Collaborating Center for Quality Improvement and Evidence-Based Dentistry at the New York University College of Dentistry, described how WHO’s decision could lead countries to take steps to ensure fluoride toothpaste is available and regulated.

“Why do these changes matter for oral health? One may think that fluoride toothpaste is a ubiquitous commodity, yet for many it is unavailable, unaffordable or of dubious quality,” Dr. Beniaz said.

The ADA Seal, which celebrated its 90th anniversary in 2021, evaluates the safety and efficacy of dental products. More than 400 products currently have the Seal, including 57 fluoride toothpastes.

“The quality of fluoride toothpaste is instrumental for efficacy, as mentioned by WHO,” said Carlos González-Cabezas, D.D.S., Ph.D., professor in the department of cariology, restorative sciences and endodontics at the University of Michigan School of Dentistry and member of the ADA Council on Scientific Affairs’ Seal Subcommittee. “In the U.S., we are fortunate to have it regulated by the Food and Drug Administration. Additionally, we have the ADA Seal program that confirms the quality of the product and gives consumers reassurance that they are using a product of high quality.”

A study published in 2021 by the British Dental Journal showed increasing use of nonfluoridated toothpaste, “which should be cause for public health concern,” Dr. Beniaz said.

Nonfluoridated toothpastes are available in the U.S., but all toothpastes that earn the ADA Seal must contain fluoride. The American Dental Association has long supported the use of fluoride as safe and effective in preventing tooth decay in both children and adults.

“The recent WHO decision to include fluoride toothpaste in the Model List of Essential Medicines is great news for the dental community and for dental health worldwide,” Dr. González-Cabezas said. “In the U.S., the ADA has been a strong supporter of fluoride toothpaste for many decades as it is one of the best evidence-based cavities prevention strategies available to the general public. In fact, many would argue this is the most important reason for the decline in cavities prevalence in most developed countries, including the U.S., in the last 50 years.”

For a list of fluoride toothpastes with the Seal, visit ADA.org/Seal.
HPI: Allied dental education programs enrollment sees declines

BY KIMBER SOLANA

Enrollment for dental hygiene and dental assisting programs declined from pre-pandemic levels in 2021-22, and the decline in dental assisting programs started prior to the onset of the pandemic, according to a new report from the ADA Health Policy Institute.

For dental hygiene programs, enrollment declined in 2020-21 followed by a recovery in 2021-22 to near pre-pandemic levels, according to the report, based on the latest data from the Commission on Dental Accreditation’s surveys on predoctoral, advanced, and allied dental education.

For dental hygiene programs, enrollment significantly declined in 2020-21 followed by a recovery in 2021-22 to near pre-pandemic levels, according to the report, based on the latest data from the Commission on Dental Accreditation’s surveys of enrollment in predoctoral, advanced and allied dental education.

There were 8,197 first-year dental hygiene program enrollees in 2021-22, compared to 8,322 enrollees in the 2019-20 school year, a decrease of 125 students.

However, with 54% of CODA-accredited dental hygiene programs located in community colleges, it’s important to note that community college enrollment has decreased across the board, according to HPI.

Given the nearly complete rebound in dental hygiene programs enrollment in fall 2021, HPI is now waiting for enrollment data for fall 2022 to study what might be a permanent effect on dental hygienist shortages.

For dental assisting programs, however, HPI reached a different conclusion: there are continuing steady declines in enrollment, but the pandemic does not seem to have accelerated or slowed this trend. There are concerning patterns in enrollment in CODA-accredited dental assisting programs, including program closures, which occurred prior to the pandemic.

“This is not a short-term problem,” said Marko Vujicic, Ph.D., HPI chief economist and vice president. “In addition to the enrollment declines, we know there is a larger reset happening in the labor market with people reevaluating their jobs and careers. This is particularly affecting health care jobs, dentistry included, and is a trend that will be with us for several years.”

In addition to dental staff data, the HPI report found that dental school and advanced dental education programs’ first-year enrollment did not decrease due to the COVID-19 pandemic. Both continued to increase slightly.

These data were published in the 2021-22 Dental Education Program Enrollment and Graduates Report, a new HPI publication based on CODA surveys data. For the first time, one report highlights the latest information gathered by CODA’s annual Surveys of Dental Education, Surveys of Advanced Dental Education and Surveys of Allied Dental Education.

To download the full report, visit ADA.org/edreports.

Dental Arts Laboratories, Inc.

Introducing the New DAL SkinnyFlex Hard/Soft Bite Splint

$59/Splint (Duplicate Splint for $39 with initial order)

Just 2 days in lab

• Strong yet flexible for maximum patient comfort
• Esthetically clear
• Stain, abrasion, and fracture resistant
• 3D printed, easily reproduced from STL file

Call 1.800.227.4142 or scan QR code to request more information and shipping materials.

*2 days with STL file, 5 days with impression. Models and articulation additional.

241 NE Perry Avenue, Peoria, IL 61603

www.SkinnyFlex.com
NEW YORK – Associate Oral Surgeon. Long Island Merrick. For busy Insurance based practice. PT position preferred, but will consider FT if the schedule works. Practice has been open for over 40 years. Newly renovated facility. Practice focus is primarily Dentoalveolar and Implants. We truly would like the associate to become a partner, and will be offered to the right person. To request practice specific and more info, email Sdabundo23@gmail.com.

We are looking for a motivated associate to join our general dentistry practice. Haye Dental Group has served South Central Wisconsin for over 30 years. We have been voted the #1 Dental Office for over 40 years. Newly renovated facility. Practice focus is primarily Oral Surgery, 3D Scans, Cosmetic and General Dentistry. Salary package begin at $230,000 with Health Insurance and 401K benefits. GREAT OPPORTUNITY!!! Dental Student inquires are welcome. On site fitness center and golf simulator.

Reach more than 149,000 practicing dental professionals when you advertise with us.

Contact us today! 877.394.1388 adanews@russelljohns.com

— Wanted: Dead or damaged Statim 2000, 5000, Midmark / Ritter M9 & M11s and Tuttnauer 3870s. It is easy. Email, text, or call: autoclaveshop@yahoo.com, Dan: (630) 605-8613.

HIRE IS HERE!
Attract candidates and start hiring.
YOUR NEXT HIRE IS HERE!
Visit us online: careercenter.ada.org

**Some restrictions apply. This advertisement is sponsored by an ISO of North American Bancard. Apple Pay is a trademark of Apple.

www.repairsensor.com

© 2022 North American Bancard, LLC (NAB). All rights reserved. NAB is a registered ISO of BMO Harris Bank N.A., Chicago, IL, Citizens Bank N.A., Providence, RI, Midmark Corporation. 

For more information contact Dr. Ted Malarias at 860-446-8744

Bridgeworks Family Dental center currently has an opening for an Associate dentist. We are a full service general dental office with 3 full time dentists and 5 full time hygienists. This is a full time position with the option to become a partner. The position offers a competitive salary along with vacation and sick time, health insurance and a 401k plan. Candidates should have completed an AEGD program or Dental Residency program.

For more information contact Dr. Ted Malarias at 860-446-8744

https://www.bridgeworksfdc.com/
COLORADO — General Dental Practice For Sale in Central Mountains Colorado (#CO 2118). Practice has 6 operatories with room to expand. Collections approximately $500,000. Two doctor practice. Contact jde@adsprecise.com or call (303) 875-8582.

COLORADO — High quality, established, general practice with incredible opportunity for growth. Practice is located in the Four Corners surrounded by Durango, Telluride, Moab, Canyonlands, Mesa Verde and Monument Valley. Unlimited sunshine and outdoor activities. Staff and Dr. will help with transition. Please email john.vestaldds.com if you’re interested. No Brokers.

FLORIDA — Boca Raton. Established 30-year General Practice. 3 year old, state-of-the-art, 5 operator office. CBCT, scanner, all fee service and excellent lease. Fantastic once in a lifetime opportunity! Gross revenue $1.7m. Email immediately: BocaDental1@gmail.com.

FLORIDA — Dental practice for sale. Dundin, Florida. Endo practice, $680,000, 4 days/week, Zeiss scopes, CBCT, GentleWave, 5 operatories, 40+ operatories, plumbed. Turnkey opportunity, central county location, near beaches. Excellent starter or semi-retired practice. Radman appraised $520,000. More info, call: (727) 364-6821 or email: forbesendo@yahoo.com.

HAWAII — We represent general and specialty practice purchase opportunities in Hawaii, Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, and Hawaii. Call Consani Associates: (866) 348-3800 or learn about us in 75 seconds at www.mydentalbroker.com.

IDAHO — We represent general and specialty practice purchase opportunities in Idaho, Montana, Washington, Alaska and Hawaii. Call Consani Associates: (866) 348-3800 or learn about us in 75 seconds at www.mydentalbroker.com.


MONTANA — We represent general and specialty practice purchase opportunities in Montana, Idaho, Washington, Oregon and Alaska. Call Consani Associates: (866) 348-3800 or learn about us in 75 seconds at www.mydentalbroker.com.

NEW YORK — Astoria Practice available for sale. Due to illness, 6 operator practice available for sale. Grossing $800,000. New equipment. Will give 12-year lease. No brokers. Please inquire via email: bumannpractice45@gmail.com.

NEW YORK — Heart Of The Finger Lakes, home/office dental practice for sale. Five operatories, full staff, two Drs. each working two days/week, $850,000/year, 5,500 active patients, beautiful area, excellent schools. Will stay for the transition. Contact bieberhank@henryshein.com. (315) 430-0643.

NEW YORK — Westchester. Practice for sale. 100% self-paying patients. Border Greenwich, CT. 2 operatories, long lease available. Gross $200,000 on 4 half days. No Brokers. TEXT: (914) 336-0329 or positivehumor@gmail.com.

NORTH CAROLINA — General Practice For Sale. GP for sale located only minutes from Pinholehurst, the American home of Golf. 3 ops in an updated 1,800 sq. ft. office available for sale. Seller is highly motivated. Matt. kosciewicz@megillihillgroup.com

OREGON — We represent general and specialty practice purchase opportunities in Oregon, Washington, Idaho, Montana, Alaska and Hawaii. Call Consani Associates: (866) 348-3800 or learn about us in 75 seconds at www.mydentalbroker.com.

PENNSYLVANIA — Practice for sale. Center City, in the heart of Philadelphia. 5 operator GP practice collecting $1.6m+. Robust growing practice in prime Rittenhouse Square location. Strong Hygiene program. Well managed practice. Retiring Dentist willing to stay for transition. Email: rittenhousedds@gmail.com.


WASHINGTON — We represent general and specialty practice purchase opportunities in Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Alaska and Hawaii. Call Consani Associates: (866) 348-3800 or learn about us in 75 seconds at www.mydentalbroker.com.


WASHINGTON — We represent general and specialty practice purchase opportunities in Washington, Oregon, Idaho, Montana, Alaska and Hawaii. Call Consani Associates: (866) 348-3800 or learn about us in 75 seconds at www.mydentalbroker.com.

Women made up 56% of first-year dental students in 2021 — the highest rate ever, according to the ADA Health Policy Institute, which studied the latest changes in demographics of first-year dental students in the Commission on Dental Accreditation’s Survey of Dental Education. In addition, HPI found that first-year enrollment also increased among Black and Hispanic dental students compared to a decade ago, and decreased among non-Hispanic white dental students.

According to the fall 2021 data, 49% of first-year dental students were white, the second consecutive year when enrollment among this group was less than half. 7.3% were Black (compared to 5.6% in 2011); 10.7% were Hispanic (compared to 7.2% in 2011), and 22.5% were Asian (compared to 23.8% in 2011).

HPI tracks demographic changes to study ongoing workforce trends. According to HPI, gender, race and ethnicity affect systemic differences in practice patterns, including ownership rates, affiliation with dental service organizations, Medicaid acceptance, practicing in a shortage area, and amount of hours practiced.

"The trends we see in enrollment are going to accelerate dental practice trends like the growth of large group practice and the decline in ownership," said Marko Vujicic, Ph.D., HPI chief economist and vice president. "We know from our research that, all else equal, women and nonwhite dentists are more likely to practice in larger groups, for example. They are also more likely to treat Medicaid patients."

The gender shift is going to accelerate several trends, including practice consolidation and a shift away from practice ownership, according to HPI.

According to an HPI webinar in March, gender parity is projected to reach the dentist workforce by 2040, as more women pursue dentistry. Women made up 20% of the dentist workforce in 2005, 34.5% in 2020. Practice ownership also continues to decline, from 84.7% in 2005 to 73% in 2021.

These data were published in the 2021-22 Dental Education Program Enrollment and Graduates Report, a new HPI publication based on CODA surveys data. For the first time, one report highlights the latest information gathered by CODA’s annual Surveys of Dental Education, Surveys of Allied Dental Education. To download the full report, visit ADA.org/edereports. —solano@ada.org
IS YOUR PRACTICE A WINNER? It could be. Enter the ADA Design Innovation Awards and receive the recognition your practice deserves for a new build, large new build or an exciting remodel from the past three years. Winning dental facilities will demonstrate an interesting or innovative use of space and color with an eye towards function and a design that enhances the patient and staff experience in your office. Judges from the ADA Council on Dental Practice will select three finalists from each category. Votes can then be cast via an online voting website to determine the winners. Winners will receive a $1,000 prize and be featured in ADA publications.

FOR ENTRY FORM AND COMPLETE CONTEST RULES VISIT: ADA.org/DIA

CALL FOR ENTRIES
2022 Design Innovation Awards

SUBMIT ENTRIES:
June 20 - August 19, 2022

NEW BUILD
PRIZE WINNER:
receives $1,000

LARGE NEW BUILD
PRIZE WINNER:
receives $1,000

REMODEL PRIZE WINNER:
receives $1,000

WINNERS WILL BE ANNOUNCED:
By November 7, 2022
ADA demonstrates commitment to improving dental care for patients with disabilities

BY MARY BETH VERSACI

The American Dental Association is taking steps to help dentists better care for patients with intellectual and developmental disabilities, including by collaborating with the American Academy of Developmental Medicine & Dentistry and the American Medical Association.

For the first time in history, the presidents of the ADA and AMA met to discuss long-standing health inequities for people with disabilities during the One Voice for Inclusive Health Conference held June 6 by the American Academy of Developmental Medicine & Dentistry, a nonprofit organization made up of health professionals, including dentists, committed to improving the quality of health care for people with intellectual and developmental disabilities.

“It was an honor to represent the American Dental Association at the American Academy of Developmental Medicine & Dentistry’s One Voice Conference,” said ADA President Cesar R. Sabates, D.D.S. “Collaboration across the health care profession is vital for helping individuals with intellectual and developmental disabilities achieve optimal health. This year’s conference — which included my conversation with American Medical Association President Gerald Harmon, M.D. — offered many insights on a path forward in addressing the needs of this community. I commend the academy for its ongoing work in this area, and I look forward to future opportunities for leaders from all health care disciplines, including dentistry, to unite with one voice for inclusive health.”

Drs. Sabates and Harmon participated in a fireside chat during which they acknowledged the historical shortcomings of dentists and physicians who were under-educated, ill-equipped and unwilling to treat people with disabilities. The presidents renewed their commitment to address this national disparity of care and outlined plans to provide clinical competency training for both dental and medical students.

“The work is not over. AADMD looks forward to continued conversation and commitment from the AMA and ADA and will hold both organizations to their promise,” said Allen Wong, D.D.S., Ed.D., president of the American Academy of Developmental Medicine & Dentistry and global clinical adviser for the Special Olympics’ Special Smiles program, which provides oral health care information and screenings to participating athletes.

At the ADA, the Council on Advocacy for Access and Prevention has organized multiple webinars to help support dentists as they treat patients with disabilities.

In September 2021, the Achieving Optimal Oral Health webinar series saw more than 1,000 registrants. Three of the four webinars are available on demand for free at ADA.org. Caregivers and Families Preventing Oral Diseases for Patients Who Have Special Health Care Needs, Making the Dental Office More Inclusive for Patients Who Have Special Health Care Needs, and Educating Future Dental Professionals to Optimally Treat Patients Who Have Special Health Care Needs.

The Council on Advocacy for Access and Prevention also offered a webinar in November 2021 titled A Family Affair: Caregiving, Who Have Special Health Care Needs, and Educating Future Dentistry and global clinical adviser for the Special Olympics’ Special Smiles program, which provides oral health care information and screenings to participating athletes.
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With the easing of COVID-19 travel restrictions, my wife and I decided to meet our daughters in Colorado for a spring ski vacation. Thanks to workforce contraction in the pandemic, merely getting started on our trip proved to be an adventure. Our early-morning cab ride failed to materialize. When we called to see if they were on the way, the dispatcher stated there weren’t any drivers available for our scheduled pick-up. Hurriedly, we drove ourselves to the airport, parked in the long-term lot and rushed to board the plane. Once in our seats, the pilot announced a delay in our departure because the airport only had sufficient personnel to load bags onto one aircraft at a time, and our flight was fourth in line. A very smile came across my face, oddly worker shortages for something as essential as air travel validated that I was not alone. Employers throughout our economy are struggling to fill job vacancies.

Like the airline, dentistry is struggling to manage with less support. The exodus of workers during the “Great Resignation” is due, in part, to worker stress, opportunities for more significant compensation and a desire for work-life balance. Additionally, the pressures of COVID-19 protocols and perceived risks from working in our environment caused some to reconsider a career in health care.

Even before COVID-19, dentistry was experiencing a shortage of licensed, expanded function registered dental assistants. That reality has spread to registered dental hygienists and business staff over the past two years. With a diminished supply, those seeking employment find themselves in a bidding war for their services, creating inflationary pressures on practice management. The growth of dental support organizations, backed by venture capital, accelerates these trends. These large group practices are well-positioned to offer higher wages to attract workers, and thus the available employee pool is contracting for traditional standalone practices.

To address workforce shortages, several state dental societies have banded together to urge the Commission on Dental Accreditation to ease accreditation standards for training programs, but it is not clear how this will fill the pipeline of available employees. Moreover, relaxing training requirements may risk patient safety when care is delegated to someone who isn’t fully educated to provide the service. Workflow in a busy practice may also, but if appropriately educated team members are not available for delegation, the care should be delivered by the dentist.

There is a small pool of fully trained individuals who could be a source of relief. State dental boards should investigate the possibility for rule changes to facilitate the return to practice of retired assistants and hygienists whose licenses have expired. Cumbrous relicensure requirements are a barrier for otherwise qualified individuals re-entering the workforce. In Michigan, oral health care providers must re-examine their policies and allowed continuing education requirements, may provide a limited increase of available employees. Such a rule change would not be an immediate fix and will likely take time to achieve through the regulatory process.

Refilling the pool of prospective employees will require individual and collective advocacy by each of us. We must engage in grassroots legislative efforts for funding higher education. We must reach out to local allied dental education programs and urge them to expand their facilities and grow their class size, and we must recruit within our practices and social circles to encourage prospective students to seek education to join the dental team.

A lack of team members to accept delegation is a long-term change from the pandemic that will increase the need for hands-on delivery by dentists of preventive and diagnostic services. Shortages of essential support staff will be a lasting impact on health care in a post-COVID-19 world. Employers across society are struggling to fill job vacancies. Without a quick fix, reducing barriers to employment and providing a competitive wage are long-term strategies to recruit and retain those who support us in the care of our patients.

A version of this editorial was printed in the May issue of the Journal of the Michigan Dental Association. Dr. Smiley is the editor of the publication.

Robert Trager, D.D.S.
Jamaica, New York

ALLIED DENTAL EDUCATION GRADUATE TRENDS

The overall number of graduates in allied dental education programs in the U.S. has declined since 2017. Dental assisting programs have experienced an 18.7% decline in the number of graduates while dental laboratory technology program graduates declined by 27.1%. The number of dental hygienist program graduates has increased by less than 1%.
Symposium to address how dental profession is adapting to treat growing population of older adults

BY DAVID BURGER

The ADA is inviting dental and other clinical professionals to register for the 2022 Older Adult Care Symposium, to be held on Aug. 26 at the ADA Headquarters in Chicago and virtually on Zoom from 8 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Central time.

This year’s symposium, “From Policy to Chairside: Improving Oral Healthcare of the Aging Population,” will offer a wide range of content including academic trends, current policy, access to care and the oral-systemic connection. Registrants will have the opportunity to learn from experts in oral health care for older adults.

“This event will provide insight across various experiences and practice environments for an opportunity to engage either in person or online in a common purpose to serve this unique segment of patients,” said James Hoddick, D.D.S., chair of the ADA Council on Dental Practice. “When it comes to treating the older adult population, there are vast considerations for the profession to keep in mind, including barriers to accessing oral health care.”

The keynote speaker is Linda C. Niessen, D.M.D., a Kansas City University professor and founding dean for the university’s College of Dental Medicine and vice provost for oral health affairs. The college has received initial accreditation from the Commission on Dental Accreditation and plans to enroll its first class of students in August 2023.

Dr. Niessen’s academic career includes serving as a clinician caring for medically complex and geriatric patients at several VA Medical Centers.

“The symposium aims to present a multidisciplinary approach to providing dental care for some of the most vulnerable patients we have the privilege of caring for,” Dr. Niessen said. “As the baby boomers age, we need to ensure that their access to oral health care is never compromised, recognizing that their oral health is directly associated with their overall health.”

One of the speakers is Renée Joskow, D.D.S., D.D.S., who recently joined the National Institutes of Health’s National Institute of Dental and Craniofacial Research as a senior adviser after a decade serving as the Health Resources and Services Administration’s chief dental officer.

“I am honored and excited to be able to participate in this vitally important symposium,” said Dr. Joskow. “Older adult care can potentially be more complex, but no less essential, and this event will emphasize the message that the ADA and the entire dental community are committed to caring for them.”

The symposium offers participants up to six hours of continuing education credit.

“Resolution 77H-2020, passed by the 2020 House of Delegates, affirmed the value of integrating elder care strategies into the ADA’s public advocacy efforts,” said Kamila Dornfeld, D.D.S., ADA National Elder Care Advisory Committee chair. “ADA continues this important work in response to Resolution 81H-2021 (Elder Care Strategies for Continuing Education). This symposium will educate and expand the goal of optimal dental care for older patients. It’s essential that the oral health of everyone — including older adults — is recognized as a vital component of overall health by practitioners, patients and the public at large. As our patients age, it’s important to deliver necessary treatment with a focus on preventing future decay, so their oral health does not decline as they become increasingly medically, functionally and cognitively complex patients.”

A limited number of scholarships are available for qualified dental residents to attend in person. Applicants should send a letter of intent, full name, ADA member ID and brief explanation on why they are interested to dentalpractice@ada.org with “Scholarship Application for Elder Care Symposium” in the subject line by July 25. Symposium registration is at https://bit.ly/3uduGmu.

—burgerd@ada.org
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permanent first molar eruption occurs earlier in children impacted by poverty,” she said. “This research has the possibility to make dentists the primary health care providers to be able to first identify these children impacted by adverse childhood experiences in a noninvasive manner to get them the early interventions they need most.”

Dr. Bumann said it is an honor to receive support for her research through the Gold Medal Fellowship.

“It means a great deal to have this support for my lab coming from the ADA,” she said. “As the preeminent dental organization in the U.S., awards like this encourage new and innovative research, as well as support researchers and their work in the wider dental community.”
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